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Who’s included in  
our survey?

Member agencies responded 
to this survey

176

Member agencies by gross income

Member agencies by location Most prevalent disciplinesGenerated income

67% of which had also 
completed the survey in 2015

Digital

20% 20%
2016 2015

Corporate identity and branding

19% 21%
2016 2015

Literature

15%
2016 2015
15%

<£500k

39% 1%

>£2m

29% 3%

£1m – £2m

16% 1%

46% 20%
London

Income  
from
overseas 
clients

£500k – £1m

16% 4%

2%

0%
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Since carrying out the original survey we have of  
course had the EU referendum – the outcome of which was a 
surprise to many of us. There were very few in the marketing 
services world that publicly supported an out vote and even 
fewer correctly predicted the outcome. 

Initial panic followed with the FTSE 100 falling 8% in the first 
few minutes of trading after the result was confirmed. The FTSE 
later settled at 3% down on the previous day. The effect on 
the marketing services index was, however, more extreme with 
the index down 7% as investors were concerned that reduced 
consumer confidence would spark another recession in which 
marketing budgets would be first to be cut. However the markets 
have bounced back and now sit higher than pre-referendum levels 
as investors rushed in taking advantage of low prices.

Sir Martin Sorrell has been highly critical of the vote to leave and 
highlighted the inevitable uncertainty that would follow which would 
result in slow decision making. There has certainly been evidence 
of that in the design industry and the wider marcomms sector 
although it is not universal across all agencies. Some have in fact 
seen positive effects.

Therefore we thought it would be interesting to resurvey members 
on their forward looking predictions post referendum to see just 
what difference it had made to expectations.

Brexit effect on fee income

• Exactly the same number of agencies (42.5%) have increased their income 
forecast as those that have decreased it. Meaning 17% have not changed their 
forecast post EU referendum.

• However, on balance, those downgrading their forecast have done so by a much 
larger amount.

• Some 23% of those expecting better fortunes have only increased their forecast 
by 1-2%. A mere 1.5% thought the positive effects would result in more than a 
10% increase in income. 

• In contrast, of those agencies who have downgraded their income only 11% 
decreased their forecasts by 1-2%. However, some 9.2% downgraded forecasts 
by more than 10%.

of respondents 
expect fee 
income levels 
to increase by 
1-2%

of respondents 
expect fee 
income levels 
to decrease by 
1-2%

of respondents 
expect fee 
income levels 
to increase by 
more than 10%

of respondents 
expect fee 
income levels 
to decrease by 
more than 10%

23%

11%

1.5%

9.2%
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Brexit effect on staffing levels

• Almost 50% of respondents have downgraded their staffing forecast in what looks 
like a cautious approach to the future designed to preserve profits and income per 
head ratios.

• In addition, of those down grading their staff forecasts most were between a 1% 
and 10% downgrade. Whereas those predicting a rise on their original forecasts 
were only predicting a 1% and 4% increase.

Brexit effect on business outlook

• We also asked members to grade their outlook for the future which ranged from 
“critical we are struggling to stay in business” to “business is great and growing.” 
Half of respondents didn’t change the overall outlook for their company from pre to 
post referendum. 

• However a significantly larger percentage (35%) of agencies downgraded their 
outlook whilst just 14% upgraded their outlook.

• So the size of the agency has certainly had an impact on their outlook with the 
larger agencies much more bullish about their robustness to any negative Brexit 
effects. 65% of the larger agencies thought it would have no effect on them  
and only 17% downgraded their outlook. However only 43% of smaller agencies 
thought it would have no effect on them but some 43% also downgraded outlook.

Whilst expectations have been dampened – it is by no means all doom and gloom.  
It is expected that agencies should be cautious in their outlook in times of economic 
uncertainty. The marcomms industry has proved to be fairly resilient over the years 
and its naturally entrepreneurial spirit generally prevails with agencies adapting as they 
need to meet changing consumer demands and economic pressures. 

of agencies 
downgraded 
their outlook

of larger 
agencies 
thought Brexit 
would have no 
effect on them

of agencies 
upgraded their 
outlook

of smaller 
agencies 
thought Brexit 
would have no 
effect on them

35%

65%

14%

43%
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Salaries and charge out rates
 
For the majority of employees, a pay 
rise of 1-3% will be on the cards when 
salaries are next reviewed. However, 
equity owners and statutory directors 
are more likely to face a salary freeze 
and even more so than last year.

• Unsurprisingly, larger agencies 
continue to pay more and charge 
more than smaller agencies.

• London agencies continue to pay 
more and charge more than regional 
agencies.

Recovery rates
 
Many agencies are failing to make 
adequate recovery on the time spent 
by staff, with an average of only 77% of 
time spent recovered which was very 
similar to the previous two years. 

Only 8% are managing to keep 
recovery rates to more than 90%, 
although this was an improvement on 
last year’s 6%. In the current climate 
such recovery rates are very difficult to 
achieve but this proves that, if you get it 
right, it can be done.  

Gross income
 
The average fee income per head for 
permanent staff across the whole sample 
was £86,701 which was an encouraging 
6.8% increase on last year’s £81,153.

As expected the average fee income per 
head of the London agencies was more 
than those of the regional agencies with 
the larger London agencies reporting the 
very highest income per head.

The lower gross income per head at the 
regional agencies correlated with the fact 
that they have a lower average staff cost 
per head i.e. their staff are cheaper but 
also generate less fee income.

Staff benefits and other 
incentives
 
A similar range of benefits was available 
to staff this year. However, on average, 
additional benefits, where paid, were 
slightly more generous than last year. 
Junior and middleweight staff averaged 
around 3.5% benefits on top of base 
salary compared to around 2.5% last year 
and equity owners averaged an additional 
7% compared to 5.5% last year. 

Some 50% of respondents (compared 
to 36% last year) said they offered 
pension schemes to employees. Around 
80% of those that provide a pension are 
yet to go through auto enrolment. This 
demonstrates how agencies are ahead 
of the game and are putting pension 
schemes in place before they have to. 

£86,701

National average  
income generated  

per head

77%
Overall average  

recovery rate

1%

This could simply be agencies being 
organised and perhaps also an element 
of keeping employees happy in times of 
low pay rises.

Where compensation is made for 
overtime it tends to be time in lieu rather 
than actual payment and was much more 
likely for junior members of staff.

Share based incentives continue to be 
used in the minority of agencies, roughly 
9.5%. As one would expect they are 
generally offered to more senior staff. 
Used in the right way for the right people 
they can be a powerful retention tool.

 
Freelancers
 
The number of respondents using 
freelancers has remained consistent at 
roughly three quarters. Whilst spend 
varied enormously between agencies, 
on average it increased to 11.4% of total 
salary costs from 9.75% last year. 

This makes sense in the context of 
increasing uncertainty from clients 
around spend and therefore making 
forecasting resource requirements more 
difficult. The increasing range of digital 
talent required also makes it difficult to 
employ all the skill sets required on a 
permanent basis.

6.8%
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Supported by

Pegasus provide a specialised marketing services 
software solution focused on exceeding our clients’ 
expectations, developing the system with our user 
base and building long term relationships through 
innovation and exceptional client support.

Our clients include all major international groups, 
plus a growing number in the UK with notable 
agencies such as JKR and Droga5 amongst them.  
Supporting over 130 clients with 6,000+ staff globally 
in London, New York, Australia, New Zealand, 
Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Philippines, 
Japan. We are a private staff-owned company with 
over 30 years focused solely on the advertising and 
communications industry. All directors are previously 
agency FDs, all client service and product delivery 
staff have worked in agencies in senior financial 
roles. Our in-depth understanding of an agency’s 
processes is our strength!

www.pegasussystems.com

www.dba.org.uk



The full DBA Annual Survey Report runs 
to 32 pages giving in-depth analysis of 
the benchmarks all agencies should be 
concerned with – salaries, fees, utilisation 
and recovery rates, staff benefits and 
income per head.  
 
In addition, DBA Members have access 
to online data-tables enabling them to 
refine the data to suit their own 
circumstances depending on their 
location and agency size. 
 
To discuss becoming members of the 
DBA please get in touch. 
 
T: 020 7251 9229   
E: membership@dba.org.uk 
W: www.dba.org.uk 

 
Example screen-shot from www.dbareview.org.uk 

 


